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• Accredited Change Management Practitioner

• Accredited MBTI Step 1 & 2 Practitioner

• Accredited Political Intelligence Facilitator

• Accredited Learning Styles Facilitator (4Mat System)

• Accredited Team Effectiveness Facilitator

• Accredited Practitioner in the Life Styles Inventory, Group Styles 
Inventory and Leadership Impact (Human Synergistics)

• Accredited Emotional Intelligence Practitioner (MSCEIT)

• Accredited Practitioner in Organisational Culture and 
Organisational Effectiveness (Human Synergistics)



I am:

• deeply passionate about helping people learn and grow.

• passionate about the not for profit sector and the value that I 
add in developing their capability.

• committed to my own continuous growth and learning.

• passionate about developing leadership potential.

• fundamentally committed to the development of women in 
leadership.

• always open to trial and error, and learning from mistakes.

• committed to bringing new ideas and concepts to the table.

• invested in the success of my clients.



Leadership Culture Performance

Leadership | Culture | Performance



Culture is the shared values, norms and 

expectations that guide organisation members in 

terms of how they….

…...approach their work

…...interact with each other

Organisational Culture?



 How many signatures you need before you can implement a decision 

 Punctuality – Is it ok to be late?

 How long it takes to make a decision 

 How much employees can influence decision making 

 Energy & enthusiasm in a place – the feel 

 Whether people help each other out or just do their own thing

 How hard it is to get new ideas implemented 

 How performance is rewarded/ how non performers are managed 

 What happens when someone makes a mistake 

Examples of Culture ….



3 Layer Organisational Model

Artefacts

Values & Beliefs

Underlying Assumptions

There may be sub-

cultures in different parts 

of the organisation. This 

is ok as long as they align 

to the overall agreed 

culture – not counter-

cultures

Using this model, understanding paradoxical organisational behaviors becomes 

easier. For instance an organisation can profess highly ethical standards at the 

second level of Values and Behaviours while simultaneously displaying 

opposing behavior at the third and deepest level of culture. 



Layer 1 - Artefacts

What you can see:

•Facilities

•Office Design

•Furnishings

•Visible awards and recognition

•Dress codes

•How we visibly interact with each other and externals

•Structures

•Power systems 

•Training

Artefacts can be 

difficult to decipher. 

For example, 

Egyptians and Mayans 

both built pyramids. 

Highly visible, even 

today, but the meaning 

of pyramids was 

different for each 

culture. Tombs or 

temples?



Layer 2 - Values & Beliefs

Greater level of awareness – testable:

•Purpose

•Vision

•Values

•Philosophies

•Strategies

When looking at values you must discriminate between actual values and 

those that are rationalisations or aspirations.



Layer 3  - Underlying Assumptions

Nature of reality:

•Often taboo 

•Often unseen and not cognitively identified in day 

to day interactions

•Unspoken rules that exist without conscious 

knowledge of the membership

•Ultimate source of values and action

Culture defines for us what to pay attention to, what things mean, how to react 

emotionally to what is going on and what actions to take in situations.

Once a set of basic assumptions is formed, it creates psychological safety 

through stability and meaning. It is then easier to distort new data by denial, 

rationalisation or other defence mechanisms rather than change the 

assumption. 



Culture and Climate

Culture Climate

Behaviours Feelings

(Cause) (Effect)

Culture measures tell you how 

people believe they are 

expected to behave 

Climate measures tell you how 

people feel about what is 

currently happening.

To what extent are 

you satisfied being 

a member of this 

organisation?

To what extent are 

you required to 

think ahead & plan?



Culture and Climate

Culture... 

what is 

below the 

surface

Climate... 

what is 

above the 

surface



Climate     Culture

Based on perceptions Based on shared beliefs

“How things are around “What’s expected (or valued

here” or assumed) around here

Example: In this Example: People in this 

organization, people are organization are expected or

rewarded in proportion implicitly required to compete

to the excellence of their rather than cooperate

job performance

Short-term implications Long-term implications

Easier to change Harder to change

Most managers focus 

only on this

But outcomes are more 

reliably predicted by this



“How Culture Works” Methodology

Research and development by Robert A. Cooke, Ph.D. and J. Clayton 

Lafferty, Ph.D. Copyright © 1987-2009 by Human Synergistics

International. Used by permission.



OCI Circumplex

OCI circumplex from Robert A. Cooke and J. 

Clayton Lafferty, Organizational Culture 

Inventory®, Human Synergistics International. 

Copyright © 1987-2009. All rights reserved. 

Used by permission.



Constructive Styles
Pursue a standard of excellence

Maintain personal integrity

Be supportive of others

Cooperate with others

Passive Defensive Styles
Go along with others

Not rock the boat

Please those in positions of authority

Wait for others to act first

Aggressive Defensive Styles
Oppose new ideas

Play politics to gain influence

Compete rather than cooperate

Appear competent and independent

The OCI asks:

To what extent are 

people expected or 

implicitly required to:



How Culture Is Supposed to Work

Espoused

Direction

&

Vision
Philosophy

Mission

Goals

Strategies

Values Organisational
Quality

Customer Service

External 

Adaptability

Group
Teamwork

Co-ordination

Co-operation

Individual
Motivation

Performance

Satisfaction

Stress

Preferred Culture



Structures
Influence

Empowerment

Involvement

Systems
Selection & 

Training
Appraisal/Rewards

Goal Setting

Technology
Job Design

Interdependence

Skills/Qualities
Communication

Leadership
Bases of Power

Organisational
Quality

Customer Service

External 

Adaptability

Group
Teamwork

Co-ordination

Co-operation

Individual
Motivation

Performance

Satisfaction

Stress

How Culture Actually Works

Actual Culture

Espoused

Direction

&

Vision
Philosophy

Mission

Goals

Strategies

Values

Preferred Culture



Leader Behavioural Styles



Satisfaction

Security

Higher-Order

Needs

Lower-Order

Needs

Satisfaction vs. Security Needs



Task

Centered

People

Centered

Task vs. People Orientation



• Achievement

• Self-Actualizing

• Humanistic-

Encouraging

• Affiliative

The Constructive Styles

Members interact with 

others and approach 

tasks in ways that will 

help them to meet their 

higher-order 

satisfaction needs.



The Passive/Defensive Styles

Members interact with 

people in ways that 

will not threaten their 

own security.

• Approval

• Conventional

• Dependent

• Avoidance



The Aggressive/Defensive Styles

Members approach 

tasks in forceful ways 

to protect their status 

and security.

• Oppositional

• Power

• Competitive 

• Perfectionistic



The role of Emotional Intelligence

• Emotions are critically important to success

• People vary in their emotional skills

• These emotional skills can be measured objectively

• They distinguish performance in various work settings

• Linked to financial results

Stress and change trigger emotions and emotional 

responses 

By recognising, using, understanding and managing our 

emotional responses, we can choose constructive 

behaviour more often

http://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://i607.photobucket.com/albums/tt158/lu_lu1998/fun/smiley_face.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.myspace.com/itsjustcarebear&usg=__EWGaOYdh_W6raHiiRuo9mL02tKA=&h=623&w=595&sz=32&hl=en&start=2&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=ife13n-mYYUjCM:&tbnh=136&tbnw=130&prev=/images?q=glad+smiley&hl=en&gbv=2&tbs=isch:1&ei=FYCJTdriCoP4vwP-yuiaDg
http://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://i607.photobucket.com/albums/tt158/lu_lu1998/fun/smiley_face.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.myspace.com/itsjustcarebear&usg=__EWGaOYdh_W6raHiiRuo9mL02tKA=&h=623&w=595&sz=32&hl=en&start=2&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=ife13n-mYYUjCM:&tbnh=136&tbnw=130&prev=/images?q=glad+smiley&hl=en&gbv=2&tbs=isch:1&ei=FYCJTdriCoP4vwP-yuiaDg


Sample LSI Profiles



A Very Effective CEO

 #4 to #1 (rev & assets)

 #1 in customer service

 World benchmark

 ‘Before his time’ strategy

development

 Major contribution to 

Government policy



A Very Ineffective CEO

 Decline in revenue growth

 Key executives went to 

the competitors

 Decline in service quality

 Decline in share price

 Being positioned for sale



Principal of School - Excellence Award

Description by Others



Director: Health Management
LSI 2 (n=17) 

Company experiencing 50% staff turnover



And the link to culture?



So..what about our Constructive CEO?

CEO Organisation’s Culture 

N = 1,000 



And..what about our Aggressive CEO?

CEO Organisation’s Culture 

N = 700 



Principal of a School

LSI 2

Actual Culture

School was winner of the 

Director General’s Award for 

Excellence



Director: Health Management

17 July 1997, N = 17
Description by Others

Actual Organisational Culture

September 1997, N = 21
Actual Culture Circumplex



Leadership | Culture | Performance 
Connection



The relationship with performance
Sustainability

Volatility 

Vulnerability



Comparative Profiles

Australia & New Zealand

Employee Satisfaction
High (Top 15%)

Employee Satisfaction
Low (Bottom 15%)

2011 Research Results



2011 Research Results
Comparative Profiles

Australia & New Zealand

Role Clarity
High (Top 15%)

Role Clarity
Low (Bottom 15%)



Comparative Profiles

Australia & New Zealand

Quality of Service
High (Top 15%)

Quality of Service
Low (Bottom 15%)

2011 Research Results



31% more Adaptability

31% higher Quality/Service

30% higher Satisfaction

80% higher Role Clarity

13% more likely to leave

60% more Stress

70% higher Job Insecurity

ORGANISATIONS N-2,500 



So, what can we do?



Action Planning Steps

Casual 

Factors 

(Levers) 

&

Leader 

Styles



Causal Factors/Levers: Categories

Mission and Philosophy
1 - Articulation of mission

2 - Customer service focus

Structures
3 - Total influence

4 - Distribution of influence

5 - Empowerment

6- Employee involvement

Systems
Human Resource Management 

7- Selection and placement

8 - Training and development

9 - Respect for members

Appraisal and Reinforcement 

10 -Fairness of appraisals

11 -Use of rewards

12 - Use of punishment

Goal Setting

13 - Goal clarity

14 - Goal challenge

15 - Participative goal setting

16 - Goal acceptance

Technology
17 - Autonomy

18 - Skill variety

19 - Feedback (from the job)

20 - Task identity

21 - Significance

22 - Interdependence

Skills/Qualities
Communication

23 - Downward communication

24 - Upward communication

25 - Communication for learning

Supervisory/Managerial Leadership

26 - Interaction facilitation (people-oriented)

27 - Task facilitation (task-oriented)

28 - Goal emphasis (task-oriented)

29 - Consideration (people-oriented)

Supervisory/Managerial Sources of Power 

30 - Personal bases of power (positive)

31 - Organisational bases of power (neutral to negative)



Do something new, for fun
Open up

Stop procrastinating.
Stand up for your view.

Stop comparing 
yourself  to others.

Stop saying “sorry”.
Start saying “no”
Stop worrying what 
other people are 
thinking.

Get people to think for themselves. 
Ask Socratic questions.
Take on a coachee.

Work WITH people in teams.
Share tasks, responsibility.

Understand why the rules 
are there.
Think outside of  the box.

Make a small decision.
Think of  where you 
can make a difference.

Listen, really listen - don’t  think, 
listen.

Say positive remarks, before negative
Stop “Yes… but”

Rotate the chair at 
meetings.

Stop telling, instead ask” 
What do you think?”

Delegate, really let go….
Think “what is the worst 

that could happen?”
Do something for fun

Write down your goals!
Just do it!

Tips for Change



In Closing

Questions?

Comments...

www.shapingchange.com.au



Research Series

1 Retail - Constructive management styles are linked to sales growth, reduced 
stock shrinkage and staff turnover (training ROI 10:1)

2 Retail - Constructive cultures lead to reduced stock shrinkage (thus higher 
profits)

3 Retail - Constructive cultures can lead to higher levels of sales growth (not 
volume though)

4 Finance - Achievement orientation as opposed to Conventional management leads 
to better risk management decision making in bank branches

5 Manufacturing - Constructive cultures lead to higher product quality - lower 
warranty claim costs and lower defect rate

6 Multi - Constructive cultures lead to higher levels of affective commitment in 
staff

7 Media - Constructive cultures experienced higher newspaper readership
numbers* (R. Cooke 2000)

8 Hospitality - Culture and leadership are directly linked to EBIT and staff 
turnover in franchise operations


